Reward expectation facilitates context learning and attentional guidance in visual search
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Modulations of visual attention due to expectation of reward were frequently reported in recent years. Recent studies revealed that reward can modulate the implicit learning of repeated context configurations (e.g., Tseng & Lleras, 2013). We investigated the influence of reward expectations on context learning by associating colors to different reward magnitudes. Participants searched through contexts consisting of spatially distributed L-shaped distractors and a T-shaped target, with half of these objects appearing in a color associated with low, medium, or high reward. Half of these context configurations were repeatedly presented in every experimental block, whereas the other half was generated newly for every trial. Results showed an earlier and more pronounced contextual cueing effect in contexts associated with high reward compared with low reward contexts. This was visible as faster decline of response times to targets in repeated contexts associated with high reward compared with repeated low reward and novel contexts, and was reflected in the eye movement pattern as shorter distance of the first fixation to the target location. These results suggest that expectation of high reward magnitude facilitates subsequent learning of repeated context configurations. High reward also increases the efficiency of attention guidance toward the target location.

Introduction

Humans are consistently confronted with changing environments containing new and possibly unknown information. To ensure successful adaption of subsequent behavior, humans have to select relevant information relying on information sampling from their visual environment. Due to the limited processing capacity, relevant situational features might be missed if priority is given to nonrelevant features (Simons & Levin, 1997). Therefore, visual information has to be prioritized for attentional selection (Driver, 2001; Lavie & Dalton, 2014).

Reward influencing attention guidance

Associated rewards have been proven powerful in prioritizing visual information processing, as formerly experienced extrinsic (e.g., monetary) rewards were reported to have a huge influence on human selective attention (Della Libera & Chelazzi, 2006, 2009; for reviews, see Anderson, 2016; Chelazzi, Perlato, Santandrea, & Della Libera, 2013; Failing & Theeuwes, 2018). Reward-induced selection biases were even observed to overrule an observer’s intention (Feldmann-Wüstefeld, Brandhofer, & Schubö, 2016; Hickey & van Zoest, 2013; Le Pelley, Pearson, Griffihths, & Beesley, 2015; Le Pelley, Seabrooke, Kennedy, Pearson, & Most, 2017) as well as a stimulus’ salience (Anderson, 2016; Chelazzi et al., 2013; Hickey, Chelazzi, & Theeuwes, 2010). As Awh and colleagues pointed out, these findings cannot be explained by referring to the classical dichotomy between top-down and bottom-up processes in attention guidance (Awh, Belopolsky, & Theeuwes, 2012).

Several studies have demonstrated that formerly rewarded target locations and locations that were
associated with higher probabilities of reward are prioritized in attentional selection in visual search tasks (Anderson, 2013; Hickey et al., 2010; Hickey, Chelazzi, & Theeuwes, 2011). Hickey et al. (2010), for instance, asked participants to search for a singleton shape target in a visual search task and to ignore an additional singleton distractor presented in a deviating color. A high or low reward was randomly given after each correct trial. In any given pair of successive trials, the target and distractor colors could either be maintained or swapped, yet color was entirely irrelevant for the task. Results showed that reward magnitude in trial \(n-1\) affected search performance in trial \(n\): High reward in trial \(n-1\) led to shorter response times in trial \(n\) when colors were repeated compared with color change trials. Conversely, low reward in trial \(n-1\) resulted in longer response times in trial \(n\) when colors were repeated compared with color change trials. These results indicate that associating a specific feature with reward can result in immediate prioritization of that feature in subsequent trials.

Subsequent experiments showed that also specific locations in visual search tasks can be prioritized by reward outcome (Hickey, Chelazzi, & Theeuwes, 2014): A high reward in trial \(n-1\) not only facilitated the return of attention to the same target location in trial \(n\) but also inhibited the deployment of attention to a location that held a salient irrelevant distractor in trial \(n-1\). Thus reward seems to guide attentional selection by priming particular locations of visual stimuli (Hickey et al., 2014). Important to note, this “location priming” is not based on the observers’ voluntary or strategic decision, but rather results from the association of a location with a previous reward outcome (Awh et al., 2012).

Eye movement studies have also shown that the presence of reward-signaling stimuli can bias attention and result in oculomotor capture (e.g., Hickey & van Zoest, 2013), even when the stimulus is not relevant but even counterproductive for the actual task (Failing, Nissens, Pearson, Le Pelley, & Theeuwes, 2015; Le Pelley et al., 2015). The presence of a distractor signaling reward was also found to lead to saccades landing closer to high reward distractors (Bucker, Belopolsky, & Theeuwes, 2014) and to increased saccade latencies to the target (Le Pelley et al., 2015). These results provide further evidence that reward can bias attentional selection to those locations and object features that signal subsequent reward. Such prioritizations in attention guidance can work automatically and against an observer’s intention. Depending on the actual goal of the task, these reward influences on attention guidance can have beneficial or counterproductive effects on task performance (cf. Le Pelley et al., 2015).

### Attention guidance in contextual cueing

Not only formerly experienced rewards but also recurrent contextual regularities can result in facilitated processing of visual information (Summerfield & de Lange, 2014). Statistical learning mechanisms can help the observer to detect contextual regularities in visual search and to localize the target (Goujon, Didierjean, & Thorpe, 2015). Studies investigating the influence of spatial contextual regularities often used contextual cueing tasks (Chun & Jiang, 1998) in which participants performed a visual search task searching for one target among a spatial configuration of distractors (Chun, 2000; Chun & Turk-Browne, 2007; Goujon et al., 2015; Le-Hoa Võ & Wolfe, 2015). In each experimental block, half of these configurations were repeatedly presented (“repeated contexts”) and presented randomly intermixed with configurations newly generated for each trial (“novel contexts”). During the experiment, participants became faster in responding to the target when searching through repeated relative to novel contexts, an advantage that was also reflected in accuracy measures in some studies (Feldmann-Wüstefeld & Schubö, 2014; Pollmann, Eštočinová, Sommer, Chelazzi, & Zinke, 2016; Sharifian, Contier, Preuschhof, & Pollmann, 2017). Better search performance for repeated compared with novel contexts typically became apparent after six repetitions and reached an asymptote after 10 to 30 exposures to repeated contexts (Chun & Jiang, 1998, 1999, 2003; Feldmann-Wüstefeld & Schubö, 2014; Olson & Chun, 2001; van Asselen & Castelo-Branco, 2009). The effect seems to be relatively stable in time, as differences between context types were still observed after one week (Jiang, Song, & Rigas, 2005; Zellin, Mühlener, Müller, & Conci, 2014).

One prominent explanation of the contextual cueing effect claims that context knowledge that is acquired during context repetition facilitates attention guidance (Goujon et al., 2015; Harris & Remington, 2017). Accordingly, repeated context configurations were considered to function as cues that guide attention toward the expected target location (Chun & Jiang, 1998). In line with this, repeated contexts were observed to be associated with an increased N2pc component in electroencephalography studies (Schankin, Hagemann, & Schübö, 2011; Schankin & Schübö, 2009) suggesting a more pronounced deployment of visual selective attention (Eimer, 2014; Luck & Hilliard, 1994; see also Tan & Wyble, 2015). This is also supported by empirical work applying eye tracking, which has demonstrated that the number of fixations decreases and scan paths become more direct in repeated contexts (Manginelli & Pollmann, 2009; Peterson & Kramer, 2001; Tseng & Li, 2004; Zhao et al., 2012). All these findings support the notion that...
attention is guided more efficiently to the target in repeated than in novel contexts.

**Reward modulating contextual cueing**

There is evidence for an interaction of reward and contextual cueing, i.e., reward accelerating context learning in contextual cueing paradigms. Tseng and Lleras (2013) examined whether reward had a direct impact on configuration learning in contextual cueing. They associated three outcome conditions (reward, loss, or no outcome) to a subset of repeated and novel contexts. Participants had to collect points that were awarded for correct responses and were told that a particular amount of points had to be reached to complete the experiments. Results showed faster development of the search time advantage for rewarded versus nonrewarded repeated displays, while the size of the contextual cueing effect was not affected. Moreover, consistent reward associations led to faster learning compared to variable associations, indicating that the valence of context-outcome associations had an impact on the consolidation of context information into memory.

Also relative reward magnitudes were reported to influence context learning. In a functional magnetic resonance imaging study, Pollmann et al. (2016) consistently associated individual contexts with either high or low monetary reward feedback. Participants worked through two separate contextual cueing sessions with reward being absent in the second session. Their results replicated Tseng and Lleras’ finding of accelerated learning of repeated contexts when these were associated with reward. Interestingly, however, while repeated high-reward distractor configurations elicited a strong search advantage and were searched more efficiently also in the absence of reward, no such advantage was observed for low reward configurations. The authors suggested that the presence of two different reward magnitudes hindered learning in low reward trials and instead resulted in preferential allocation of limited resources to context learning in high reward contexts.

Although these studies have demonstrated the influence of reward on contextual cueing, it is still unclear to what extent attentional mechanisms are involved. Tseng and Lleras (2013) suggested that observers learned both, an association between a context and the position of the target, and an association between context and reward magnitude. They argued that reward feedback resulted in an increase in arousal which subsequently strengthened the consolidation process of context learning into memory. As contexts encoded at higher arousal were easier to retrieve, target detection was faster in future encounters of the same context.

Schlagbauer, Geyer, Müller, and Zehetleitner (2014), however, suggested that attentional weighting of individual target locations accounted for the observed acceleration of context learning. In their replication of the study of Tseng and Lleras (2013), they disentangled the effect of reward on context configuration learning and on target location learning. The authors presented repeated and newly generated distractor configurations associated with either a low or high reward magnitude. Importantly, they used separate target locations for repeated and novel contexts, and for high and low reward trials to assess whether reward influenced context learning and target location learning separately. With this design, high and low reward magnitude was associated with different target locations in novel contexts, and with both different target locations and context configurations in repeated contexts. As a result, they found reward effects also in novel contexts. These were actually larger than those observed in repeated context configurations. The authors concluded that observers, rather than learning an association of the repeated context and the reward magnitude, learned an association of the target location and the reward magnitude. They suggested that this association was learned in novel contexts, where the target location repeated, but also in repeated contexts, where both target location and context configuration repeated. The authors concluded that reward facilitated target location learning due to attentional weighting of those individual target locations that were associated with high reward. Accordingly, target locations which were followed by high reward feedback were preferably selected in the following trials (cf. Hickey et al., 2014), because increased attentional weights facilitated attention guidance toward these locations in future encounters irrespective of repeated contextual regularities.

Also Sharifian et al. (2017) suggested that reward is associated with the target location in novel contexts. In contrast to Schlagbauer et al. (2014), they argued that in repeated contexts, when target location and context configuration repeated, the context configuration rather than the target location was associated with reward, resulting in the facilitation of context learning. The authors hypothesized that initially, both target location and repeated context configuration compete for an association in repeated contexts but that after a few repetitions, the context “wins” the competition against the target location. To test their hypothesis, the authors consistently associated novel and repeated contexts with either a low or a high reward. In contrast to Schlagbauer et al. (2014) they used the same target locations for novel and repeated contexts, but reward magnitude was consistently associated with a target location in novel contexts, but not in repeated contexts. This suggests that the influence of reward on contextual cueing is not merely due to the association of the repeated context and reward magnitude, but also depends on the context configuration.
location in only 50% of the trials. In the other trials, reward magnitude varied dependent on context type: In trials with variable reward magnitude, a target location was consistently tied to, e.g., high reward in novel contexts and low reward in repeated contexts. With this design, the authors found that reward facilitated context learning when the target location was consistently associated with reward. However, when the same target location was paired with high reward in novel and low reward in repeated contexts, they observed context learning was reduced in the first blocks of the experiment. The authors concluded that this was resulting from the competition between context learning and target location learning. They interpreted that a high reward was associated with the target location in novel contexts and that this association interfered with the association of a repeated context and the same location. They suggested that this interference supported their hypothesis that the target location was associated with reward in novel contexts whereas in repeated contexts target location and context configuration initially competed for an association.

From the aforementioned it seems obvious that reward facilitates task performance in contextual cueing tasks either by leading to prioritized processing of associated repeated context configurations or by increasing the weight at associated target locations, or by both. In all aforementioned studies, however, reward feedback was associated with different context configurations that were generated by a combination of distractor orientations and distractor locations. In the present experiment, we used a different approach. Rather than associating reward magnitude with particular context configurations (i.e., a combination of distractor orientations and distractor locations), we used an additional response-irrelevant context feature, namely color, to signal reward magnitude. This reward-signaling color was available in both novel and repeated contexts with display onset. As outlined already, studies examining reward-driven attention capture often used particular stimulus features to signal subsequent reward magnitude (e.g., Anderson, Laurent, & Yantis, 2011; Hickey & van Zoest, 2013).

**Rationale of the present study**

In the present study, we used a salient yet response-irrelevant context feature (color) to signal the reward magnitude that could be received in each trial. Although the context configuration per se is not response-relevant in contextual cueing because participants have to respond to the orientation of the target letter T that varies randomly in each trial, the context configuration shares some features with the target, as all context elements (the letters L) are composed of horizontal and vertical lines, as is the target letter T. Since participants are instructed to report the orientation of the target, one might argue that line orientation as a feature is response-relevant. Color, as an additional context feature, is response irrelevant in this task. We associated reward to color rather than different context feature configurations, and we associated reward magnitude with the same color in both repeated and novel context configurations. We assumed that once the color-reward association had been established, participants could predict the expected reward magnitude directly with display onset without having to process the context configuration.

Former studies have coupled reward to particular context configurations or target locations; hence, participants had to process the context configurations to some extent to predict reward magnitude. Contrary to Schlagbauer et al. (2014), we used the same target locations for novel and repeated contexts and for all reward magnitudes. Target location therefore neither predicted the reward magnitude nor context novelty. This also differed from the study of Sharifian et al. (2017), as they shared target locations across novel and repeated contexts but associated locations with particular reward magnitudes in half of the trials. Since we associated reward to colored context items, we could use the same target locations in all experimental conditions.

Participants performed a standard contextual cueing task with reward feedback given after every trial. Half of the search display items were presented in one of three colors. Colors were associated with different reward magnitudes (low, medium, and high) in both repeated and novel contexts. As color was fully predictive of reward magnitude, we hypothesized that participants will learn to associate the color with the expected reward magnitude.

In contrast to previous work reward magnitude could be predicted from the search display directly in novel and repeated contexts, but it could not lead to differences in target location cueing. This approach allowed investigating to what extent reward contributes to contextual cueing, independent of location probability cueing and in addition to context configuration learning.

Reward learning might affect search performance in at least three ways in our task. First, reward learning might have a general boosting effect on search performance, resulting in a performance increase (faster response times) in high reward compared with medium and low reward trials that should be observed in both novel and repeated context configurations. Second, reward learning might lead to prioritized encoding of contextual configuration information of displays containing the reward-signaling color. This should manifest in faster response times for repeated compared with novel contexts that should be more
pronounced in high reward compared with medium or low reward contexts. Finally, reward learning might boost contextual cueing by leading to more efficient attention guidance to the location of the target. More efficient attention guidance to the target should be observed when comparing the eye movement pattern in repeated and novel contexts associated with high, medium, and low reward: Initial saccades should land closer to the target location in repeated compared with novel contexts (e.g., Tseng & Li, 2004; Zhao et al., 2012) and this difference should be most pronounced in contexts associated with high reward.

Stimuli

Search context displays always consisted of 16 items, 15 L-shaped distractors, and 1 T-shaped target item, distributed on an imaginary 10 × 7 matrix (24.4° × 15.5°). Each L-shaped item was rotated either 0°, 90°, 180°, or 270°. T-shaped items were tilted left- or rightward. The size of both items was 1.10° × 1.10° with a minimum distance of 0.68° between two objects. Targets were presented at four locations, one placed in each quadrant of the search display at an eccentricity of 6.18° from screen center and with two-cell distance to the grid’s outer edges. Distractors were placed at eight cells per hemifield (seven if the target was presented on the same side), which were chosen randomly within the matrix. Every context contained eight gray (RGB 102, 102, 102; 37.07 cd/m²) and eight unitarily colored items presented on a dark gray background (RGB 60, 60, 60; 12.15 cd/m²). The target was colored in 50% of all trials; in the other half it was presented in gray. Colored items could be green (RGB 0, 128, 21; 36.48 cd/m²), orange (RGB 143, 95, 0; 36.90 cd/m²), or purple (RGB 170, 0, 217; 36.81 cd/m²). All colors were isoluminant to the gray items.

Method

Participants

Twenty volunteers (14 female, six male) naïve to paradigm and objective took part in the experiment. Participants were aged 19–34 years (M = 23.7, SD = 3.92), had normal visual acuity, and showed no signs of visual achromatopsia (both tested with an Oculus Binophtometer 3; OCULUS Optikgeräte, Wetzlar, Germany). Participation was remunerated with payment or course credit. The experiment was conducted with the written understanding and consent of each participant in accordance with the ethical standards of the Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the local Ethic Committee (Faculty of Psychology, Philipps-University Marburg).

Apparatus

Participants were seated in a comfortable chair in a dimly lit and sound attenuated room responding with buttons of a gamepad (Microsoft Sidewinder USB; Microsoft, Redmond, WA) in their hands. Participants placed their heads on a chinrest facing the center of the screen. Stimuli were presented on a LCD-TN screen (Samsung SyncMaster 2233RZ 22-in., 1680 × 1050 pixels; Samsung, Seoul, ROK) set to a refresh rate of 100 Hz. The screen was placed 100 cm in front of the participants. Eye movements were recorded with an EyeLink 1000 Plus desktop mounted eye tracker (SR Research Ltd., Ottawa, Canada) with a spatial resolution of 0.01° at a sampling rate of 1000 Hz. The device was calibrated using the EyeLink 13-point calibration procedure. A Windows 7 PC (iTMediaConsult, Züsch, Germany) running E-Prime Professional (Version 2.0.10.356; Psychology Software Tools, Sharpsburg, PA) controlled response collection and stimulus presentation.

Contextual cueing task

Trials started with a central fixation dot (Thaler, Schütz, Goodale, & Gegenfurtner, 2013) surrounded by a thin line. As soon as participants fixated an area of 1.4° around this dot for at least 350 ms, the thin line disappeared and the screen was replaced by the search display after 400 ms. Participants were instructed to search for the T-shaped target and correctly report its orientation by pressing a left or right button on the gamepad. The search display was presented until participants manually responded or replaced after 1,000 ms by a blank screen presented for 600 ms. As soon as a response was given, a feedback screen was showing point feedback at screen center for 600 ms. Correct responses were rewarded by “+1,” “+5,” or “+10” points, dependent on the color presented in the search context. Color and reward magnitude associations were constant for individuals during the experiment but were balanced across participants. Incorrect responses and responses slower than 1,600 ms were not rewarded but followed by “−0” feedback. Participants were not explicitly informed about the color and reward magnitude association but were told that they would be rewarded for correct responses in every trial. Points were translated into monetary reward (1 EUR for 1,000 points, max. 6.14 EUR) at the end of the experiment. Participants received the monetary reward in addition to the reimbursement for participation.
Trial procedure and search display are depicted in Figure 1.

**Experimental procedure**

The experiment consisted of two sessions. Each session contained 12 blocks with 48 trials resulting in 1152 trials. For each participant, 24 repeated search contexts were generated individually. These contexts appeared repeatedly in each block of each session, randomly intermixed with 24 novel context configurations generated randomly for each trial. Both configurations were generated separately for contexts containing a colored or a gray target. Contexts were created for all combinations of the four target locations and three reward magnitudes. The same target locations were used in novel and repeated contexts and contexts associated with different reward magnitudes (cf. Figure 2). Assignment of reward magnitudes to colors was randomized and balanced across participants. Orientation of the T-shaped target was determined randomly in each trial, ensuring that repeated context configurations
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Figure 1. Trial procedure and exemplary search display. Participants were instructed to fixate the fixation dot to avoid eye movements before the search display was presented. The search display was shown until response or replaced after 1,000 ms by a blank screen. Participants searched for a T-shaped target among L-shaped distractors and reported the target’s orientation by button press. After a response was given, a feedback screen presented point feedback. The amount of points depended on the color presented in the search display. Color-reward associations were balanced across participants. Correct answers were rewarded, only incorrect responses were followed by no reward (“+0”).
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Figure 2. Target locations and exemplary search displays in novel and repeated contexts associated with different reward magnitudes. The same target locations (indicated by blue cycles) were used in repeated and novel contexts and in contexts associated with low, medium, and high reward. Color-reward associations were balanced across participants.
predicted the target location but not the target orientation, i.e., the correct manual response.

At the beginning of the first session, participants performed 48 practice trials consisting of only novel contexts without implementation of reward. When participants reached a response accuracy of at least 65%, they continued with the experimental task. Performance feedback consisting of mean response accuracy, response times, and total amount of points achieved was provided after each block, followed by an obligatory pause of at least 10 seconds between blocks. After session 1, participants returned within 3 days for session 2. No additional practice trials were performed in this session. A recognition task was performed at the end of session 2, followed by a follow-up survey investigating individual search strategies and recognized experimental regularities.

Recognition task

In the recognition task conducted at the end of the second session, 48 trials consisting of 24 repeated contexts were randomly intermingled with 24 novel contexts. Participants were informed that some contexts were repeated over time and asked to decide for each context whether it had been shown before. The recognition task had no time restriction and participants were asked to decide intuitively.

Data analysis

Response times and error rates

Reaction times (RT) and error rates were analyzed separately. Trials with incorrect responses and trials with exceedingly short or long RT (±2 SD from mean RT, calculated separately for each participant and block) were removed from RT analysis ($M = 17.4 \%, SD = 4.22$). Hierarchical linear mixed models (HLMs; e.g., Hox, 2002; Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002; Snijders & Bosker, 1999) were applied to investigate the influence of reward magnitude on the reduction of response times in repeated relative to novel contexts. In contrast to usually implemented analyses of variance (ANOVA), HLMs allow to analyze context learning as developing differential reduction in RTs without reducing data by aggregating blocks into epochs. Using HLMs allows ability to include data based on the experimental factors in every single trial and to control for the dependent data structure. As participants took part on two days, sessions were modeled on the second, participants on the first level of data analysis. As we expected participants to show inter-individually varying levels of RTs, we included random intercepts and slopes for each participant and session. Fixed effects, which might be compared with within-subject factors of ANOVA analyses, included the effects of blocks (0–23, block coded as block–1 for better interpretation), context type (novel vs. repeated contexts), medium reward magnitude (low vs. medium), high reward magnitude (low vs. high), and experimental session (1 vs. 2). Blocks were included as time variable, as the HLM was analyzing the decline of response times in the course of the experiment. The two-way interaction of blocks and context type described the emerging differences in RTs between novel and repeated contexts. The three-way interactions: blocks × context type × medium reward, blocks × context type × high reward, and blocks × context type × session, were included in the HLM. These interactions represented differences in context learning between the different reward magnitudes during the experiment, and differences in context learning between the first and second session. Model parameters were estimated by applying maximum likelihood method. Data was evaluated using IBM SPSS Statistics 24 (IBM, Armonk, NY).

Additionally, the influence of received reward magnitudes in trial n–1 on task performance in trial n was analyzed using similar HLMs. Within these models, reward magnitude in trial n–1 was applied for predicting performance measures in trial n.

The analysis was averaged across contexts in which the target was colored or gray. Since both types were presented equally likely, participants could neither benefit from searching only the gray nor only the colored items. One may, however, assume that participants prioritized colored compared with gray targets, since the color was associated to reward magnitude. This would lead to reward influencing task performance stronger in contexts with colored compared with gray targets. To examine whether reward had a differential influence on contextual cueing in displays with colored and displays with gray targets, we divided the data into two sets (displays with colored and displays with gray targets) and computed the HLM described previously separately for both context types. In addition, we directly compared task performance in contexts with gray and colored targets. We ran a repeated-measure ANOVA with the three factors target color (gray vs. colored), context novelty (novel vs. repeated), and reward (low. vs. medium vs. high reward).

Recognition task

Accuracy in the recognition task was examined by a 2 × 3 repeated-measure ANOVA with the within-subject factors context type (novel vs. repeated contexts) and reward magnitude (low vs. medium vs. high reward).

Eye movements

Saccades, fixations, and blinks were detected applying the SR Research parser. Saccades were defined by the
combination of minimum velocity of 30\(\text{°}/s\) and acceleration of 8,000 \(\text{°}/s^2\). For further analyses, eye position data was transformed into degrees of visual angle. Trials with incorrect responses, first saccade latencies smaller than 100 ms, and trials in which participants blinked were removed, resulting in 22.0\% (SD = 6.91) of trials being discarded from following analyses. The remaining data was evaluated applying the same HLMs as used for response times. An additional fixation accuracy measure was implemented, depicting whether participants stayed within 2° around the target location before a manual response was given. Due to technical issues, eye movements could only be recorded for 19 out of 20 participants. The eye movement results were based on the data of these 19 participants.

**Results**

**Response times**

At the beginning of the experiment, response times in novel \((M_{\text{Block1}} = 694.64 \text{ ms}, SD = 67.26)\) and repeated contexts \((M_{\text{Block1}} = 693.41 \text{ ms}, SD = 70.91)\) did not differ significantly, as the main effect of context type did not reach statistical significance, \(F(1, 13513) = 0.58, p = 0.448\), cf. Figure 3, upper row. As the experiment proceeded, participants became faster responding to targets in repeated compared to novel contexts, which was indicated by a significant interaction of blocks and context type, \(F(1, 6878) = 5.18, p = 0.023\). This effect developed during the experimental course \((\Delta M_{\text{Block1}} = 1.23 \text{ ms}, SD = 48.53; \Delta M_{\text{Block24}} = 24.34 \text{ ms}, SD = 25.71)\) and was reflected in the predicted values based on the HLM’s regression coefficients, cf. Figure 3, lower row. The RT difference between novel and repeated contexts predicted by the HLM increased by an average of 1.47 ms with each subsequent block, \(b = 1.47, SE_b = 0.64, t(6878) = -2.28, p = 0.023\), starting with the second block in session 1. Importantly, participants responded faster to targets presented in repeated high reward \((M = 614.41 \text{ ms}, SD = 52.20)\) compared with repeated low reward contexts \((M = 627.46 \text{ ms}, SD = 56.63)\), an effect that developed during the experimental course and became visible as a significant three-way interaction of high reward magnitude, blocks and context type, \(F(1, 18950) = 8.66, p = 0.003\). This was visible in contexts with a gray target, \(F(1, 9273) = 5.29, p = 0.021\), and with a colored target. \(F(1, 9589) = 3.95, p = 0.047\). RT decreases of repeated contexts associated with medium and low reward magnitude did not differ significantly, as indicated by a nonsignificant interaction of blocks, context type, and reward magnitude, \(F(1, 13513) = 0.58, p = 0.448\), cf. Figure 3, upper row.
as the relating interaction (blocks × context type × medium reward) did not reach statistical significance, \( F(1, 18951) = 0.09, p = 0.762 \). The general level of response times did not differ between high and low as well as medium and low reward contexts, as neither the main effect of medium (vs. low) reward magnitude, \( F(1, 18951) = 1.01, p = 0.315 \), nor of high (vs. low) reward magnitude, \( F(1, 18951) = 0.02, p = 0.896 \), reached statistical significance \((M_{\text{Low}} = 630.59 \text{ ms}, SD = 52.19; M_{\text{Medium}} = 634.03 \text{ ms}, SD = 51.53; M_{\text{High}} = 625.57 \text{ ms}, SD = 63.61)\). In session 2, differences between repeated and novel contexts’ RTs were maintained but less pronounced: The HLM predicted that the RT difference between novel and repeated contexts only increased by an average of 0.45 ms with each subsequent block in session 2, which was indicated by an interaction of block, context type, and session, \( F(1, 5124) = 4.66, p = 0.031 \). The positive predictor value of this interaction indicates a shallower predicted RT decrease in repeated contexts in session 2 compared to session 1, \( b = 1.02, SE_b = 0.47, t(5124) = 2.16, p = 0.031 \).

Response times gradually decreased during the experiment with increasing block number \((M_{\text{Block1}} = 693.29 \text{ ms}, SD = 64.10; M_{\text{Block24}} = 604.70 \text{ ms}, SD = 51.33)\) indicated by a main effect of blocks, \( F(1, 25.6) = 41.31, p < 0.001 \). The HLM predicted a response time decrease by an average of 4.0 ms with each subsequent block, \( b = -4.00, SE_b = 0.62, t(25.6) = -6.43, p < 0.001 \). Response times were slower at the beginning of the second \((M_{\text{Block13}} = 639.60 \text{ ms}, SD = 75.84)\) compared with the end of the first \( M_{\text{Block12}} = 615.06 \text{ ms}, SD = 51.50 \) session of the experiment, \( F(1, 25.7) = 6.02, p = 0.021 \). This response time increase might have been due to the missing practice trials in session 2, as participants might have needed some trials to get used to the task again. Since this increase was similar in repeated and novel contexts and in different reward magnitudes, the missing practice might have led to a general, nonspecific performance loss, which became visible in longer response times in the first block of session 2. In line with this conclusion, studies using practice trials also in session 2 (e.g., Chun & Jiang, 2003) found no general increase in the first block of the second session (see also Jiang et al., 2005).

The three-way interaction of block, context type, and reward magnitude was further investigated by HLMs calculated separately for each reward magnitude. The models specified were the same as the main model, but excluded the main and interaction effects of reward magnitude. Although a significant interaction of blocks and context type was observed for low, \( F(1, 1426) = 5.44, p = 0.020 \), and high reward contexts, \( F(1, 6941) = 6.23, p = 0.013 \), this interaction missed statistical significance for medium reward contexts, \( F(1, 1149) = 0.86, p = 0.355 \).

If reward learning had a general boosting effect on search performance, a performance increase in high reward contexts should be observable in both novel and repeated context configurations. To examine this notion, we additionally examined search performance separately for novel and repeated contexts associated with different reward magnitudes. The HLM was specified as the main model, with the main and interaction effects of context type excluded, as we now analyzed performance separately for each context type. In repeated contexts, high (vs. low) reward led to shorter response times \((M_{\text{High}} = 614.4 \text{ ms}, SD = 52.20; M_{\text{Low}} = 627.5 \text{ ms}, SD = 56.63)\), \( F(1, 9674) = 22.01, p < 0.001 \), while no difference was observed for medium (vs. low) reward \((M_{\text{Medium}} = 630.3 \text{ ms}, SD = 56.67), F(1, 9676) = 0.85, p = 0.358 \). In novel contexts, neither high (vs. low) reward, \( F(1, 9205) = 1.30, p = 0.254 \), nor medium (vs. low) reward magnitude influenced response times, \( F(1, 9204) = 1.52, p = 0.218 \). \((M_{\text{High}} = 638.3 \text{ ms}, SD = 59.25; M_{\text{Medium}} = 638.7 \text{ ms}, SD = 50.03; M_{\text{Low}} = 634.5 \text{ ms}, SD = 51.01)\).

Reward magnitudes received in trial \( n-1 \) did not influence response times in trial \( n \). When the reward magnitude received in trial \( n-1 \) was applied for predicting response times in trial \( n \), neither did the interaction of block, context type, and received medium reward magnitude reach statistical significance, \( F(1, 18942) = 0.42, p = 0.517 \); nor did the interaction of block, context type, and received high reward magnitude, \( F(1, 18935) = 1.34, p = 0.247 \).

To compare whether response times differed across contexts with gray and colored targets, we additionally ran a repeated-measure ANOVA with the three factors target color (gray vs. colored), context novelty (novel vs. repeated), and reward magnitude (low vs. medium vs. high reward). Response time results showed no significant differences between contexts with gray \((M = 634.33 \text{ ms}, SD = 60.75)\) and colored targets \((M = 628.71 \text{ ms}, SD = 54.22)\), as the main effect and any interactions including the target color failed to reach significance \((all ps > 0.173)\).

In sum, the results show that participants responded faster to targets in repeated compared with novel contexts, an effect which developed during the experiment. The differences between repeated and novel contexts’ RTs appeared fastest and were most pronounced in the high reward condition.

### Error rates

Participants’ search accuracy was comparatively high, reflected in low error rates \((M = 14.0\%, SD = 34.70)\). Error rates significantly decreased during the experiment, \( F(1, 122247) = 53.44, p < 0.001 \). The predicted error rates by the HLM decreased by an
average of 0.9% with each subsequent block, \( b = -0.94, SE_b = 0.13, t(22981) = -7.31, p < 0.001 \). Participants made more errors in novel contexts (\( M = 15.59\% \), \( SD = 5.65 \)) compared with repeated contexts (\( M = 12.41\% \), \( SD = 5.06 \)), \( F(1, 23962) = 5.36, p = 0.021 \). The interactions of blocks and context type, \( F(1, 25148) = 2.17, p = 0.642 \), as well as blocks, context type and session, \( F(1, 25721) = 0.23, p = 0.631 \), missed statistical significance. All other main and interaction effects showed no significant influences (all \( ps > 0.197 \)). These results show that participants made fewer errors during the experimental course. They also made fewer errors in repeated compared with novel contexts, while no differences between contexts associated with different reward magnitudes could be observed.

**Eye movements**

Analogous to the analysis of response times, the predicted distance between first fixation and target location gradually decreased during the experimental course with increasing block number, \( F(1, 222) = 19.57, p < 0.001 \), cf. Figure 4, upper row. The predicted distance of 5.09° in block 1, \( b = 5.09, SE_b = 0.16, t(31.51) = 31.02, p < 0.001 \), decreased on average by 0.05° with each subsequent block, \( b = -0.05, SE_b = 0.01, t(222) = -4.42, p < 0.001 \). Comparable with response time results, this distance was larger at the beginning of the second compared with the end of the first session, yielded by a significant main effect of session, \( F(1, 272) = 17.86, p < 0.001 \). In repeated contexts associated with high reward magnitude, estimated distances decreased on average by 0.03° faster per block than distances in low reward repeated contexts, \( b = -0.03, SE_b = 0.01, t(16890) = -3.43, p = 0.001 \). This was yielded by a significant interaction of blocks, context type, and high reward magnitude, \( F(1, 16890) = 11.75, p = 0.001 \). Analogous to response times, this effect was visible in contexts with a gray, \( F(1, 8395) = 5.91, p = 0.015 \), and a colored target, \( F(1, 9594) = 5.65, p = 0.018 \). However, faster distance decrease could only be observed in the high reward condition, as the interaction of block and context type did not reach statistical significance, \( F(1, 11001) = 0.23, p = 0.633 \). No other main effects or interactions were significant (all \( ps > 0.202 \)). Congruent to the evaluation of response times, reward magnitudes in trial n−1 did not influence eye movements in trial n. The observed interaction of blocks, context type, and high reward magnitude
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missed statistical significance when the reward magnitude in trial \( n-1 \) predicted the distance of the first fixation to the target location in trial \( n \), \( F(1, 16995) = 1.86, p = 0.173 \). Distances of the first fixation to the target location predicted by the HLM are shown in Figure 4, lower row.

Analogous to response times, we examined whether the distance of the first fixation differed across contexts with gray and colored targets. We ran the same repeated-measure ANOVA with the three factors target color (gray vs. colored), context novelty (novel vs. repeated), and reward (low vs. medium vs. high reward). Again, we observed no differences between repeated, and reward (low vs. medium vs. high reward). Again, we observed no differences between contexts with gray (\( M = 4.77^\circ, SD = 0.93 \)) and colored targets (\( M = 4.74^\circ, SD = 0.87 \)), as the main effect and any interactions including the target color failed to reach significance (all \( p > 0.323 \)).

To examine whether reward influenced attention guidance also beyond the first fixation, we additionally analyzed the fixation count. This measure is known to be related to efficiency in visual search, as there is evidence that faster response times in repeated compared with novel contexts are accompanied by fewer total fixations (e.g., Harris & Remington, 2017; Peterson & Kramer, 2001; Zhao et al., 2012). Accordingly, participants not only respond faster in repeated contexts but also needed fewer fixations to find the target. Fewer total fixations in high reward repeated contexts therefore also suggest that attention guidance was facilitated by reward. Results were similar to those observed with first fixation results: Only in high reward trials, the fixation count was significantly lower in repeated (\( M = 2.12; SD = 0.32 \)) compared with novel contexts (\( M = 2.24; SD = 0.35 \)), \( F(1, 16983) = 9.58, p = 0.002 \). This effect also developed during the experiment and could only be observed in the high reward condition, as the interaction of block and context type did not reach statistical significance, \( F(1, 2804) = 2.08, p = 0.150 \). Participants made two to three fixations on average in a trial (\( M = 2.20; SD = 0.33 \)).

To investigate whether reward had an effect on postselective processes in our task, we also analyzed mean fixation durations. Fixation durations are related to the speed of object processing and to the selection of the next fixation, as studies suggested that during the fixation of an object the next fixation is planned simultaneously to object processing (e.g., Herwig & Schneider, 2014; Ludwig, Davies, & Eckstein, 2014). Results showed neither an effect of reward nor context novelty on mean fixation durations (all \( ps > 0.121 \)).

Participants started to move their eyes 196 ms (\( SD = 68.6 \)) after stimulus onset on average. They fixated the target location before giving a correct manual response in 95.5% of trials. When participants fixated the target before responding, fewer response errors were made, \( r = -0.29, p < 0.001 \) (correlation reported as two-tailed Pearson coefficient).

In sum, these results show that only in high reward contexts the distance between first fixation and target location was shorter in repeated compared with novel contexts and that this difference evolved during the course of the experiment.

**Recognition task**

Participants did not reliably differentiate between novel (47.3% correctly identified contexts, \( SD = 9.68 \)) and repeated contexts (\( M = 55.6 \%, SD = 13.47 \)), as the statistical comparison failed to reach significance, \( F(1, 19) = 4.20, p = 0.055, \eta^2_p = 0.181 \). Neither reward magnitude nor the interaction of context type and reward magnitude showed an effect on recognition accuracy, \( F(2, 38) = 0.92, p = 0.406, \eta^2_p = 0.046; F(2, 38) = 0.45, p = 0.956, \eta^2_p = 0.002 \).

When asked for recognized experimental regularities in the follow-up survey, three out of 20 participants stated that they had recognized the (correct) association between color and reward magnitude.

**Discussion**

This study investigated the influence of expected reward outcomes on contextual cueing by using context configurations that contained colored context items that were associated with different reward magnitudes. We expected reward magnitude to modulate contextual cueing, with high reward leading to larger (cf. Pollmann et al., 2016), and faster emerging (cf. Tseng & Lleras, 2013) differences between repeated and novel context configurations. The implemented HLMs used to analyze the results provided several advantages. The model was specified with to comply with the hierarchical data structure and according to specific hypotheses about the impact of reward on contextual cueing. Reward learning was decoupled from both, context configuration and target location, as reward magnitude was associated with a salient, response-irrelevant context feature (color). Thus, the same target locations could be used in novel and repeated contexts, and both context types could be combined with all three reward magnitudes. Participants could predict the reward magnitude from the color with display onset in both novel and repeated contexts.

Our findings showed a faster decline of response times in repeated compared with novel contexts, an effect that was more pronounced and emerged earlier in contexts associated with high reward. Contextual cueing became also visible in the analysis of eye
movement patterns: The distance of the first fixation to the target location decreased in repeated compared with novel contexts, an effect that was observed only in contexts associated with high reward. These results suggest that reward learning not only resulted in contextual cueing in repeated contexts associated with high reward, but was also accompanied by faster and more efficient detection of the target in repeated context configurations.

Taken together, these findings demonstrate that high reward facilitates learning of context configurations containing the reward-signaling color. Moreover, reward learning also leads to more efficient attention guidance toward the target location in the course of the experiment.

**Reward facilitates context configuration learning**

In line with Tseng and Lleras (2013), we observed no main effect of reward but an accelerated response time decrease in repeated high reward contexts (but see Schlagbauer et al., 2014). Associating high reward with context color thus led to a more pronounced contextual cueing effect and not to a general boost of search performance. A possible theoretical explanation of these results was suggested by Tseng and Lleras (2013). In their study, the authors explained the accelerated contextual cueing effect in rewarded contexts by referring to an increase in arousal. They assumed that receiving a reward enhanced the observer’s arousal, which in turn altered the memory consolidation process of the rewarded context. A state of high arousal thus strengthened the consolidation of the rewarded context into memory, resulting in faster retrieval on future encounters of the same context. Faster retrieval in turn resulted in faster target detection in rewarded contexts.

Evidence for this arousal hypothesis comes from a result of their second experiment (Tseng & Lleras, 2013: experiment 2) in which participants experienced an unexpected point penalty when they had expected to obtain a reward. Results showed that experiencing an unexpected point penalty when expecting a reward immediately accelerated learning of the associated context, an effect that was observed in the subsequent block. The authors assumed that the unexpected outcome gave rise to “surprise,” which triggered more arousal than any expected outcome might have and eventually resulted in an immediate enhanced consolidation of the context into memory and in large contextual cueing effects.

The present study extended the results of Tseng and Lleras (2013) by showing that high reward and arousal actually facilitated context configuration learning and did not result in an unspecific reward benefit. Contrary to Tseng and Lleras (2013), reward was associated with a salient color rather than with a particular context configuration (i.e., a combination of distractor orientations and distractor locations), and the same color was used in both repeated and novel contexts. This allowed disentangling context configuration learning from a more general arousal effect. As the decrease in response time shows, participants quickly learned the association between color and subsequent reward magnitude. Thus after several trials, they were able to predict the expected reward outcome already with onset of the search display. If we assume that expecting a high reward outcome triggers more arousal than expecting a low reward outcome, an impact of arousal on context configuration learning should become manifest as response time benefits only in those contexts that were repeated in the course of the experiment. A general arousal effect, on the other hand, should have boosted response times in both context types.

Our results showed a response time benefit for repeated contexts associated with high reward, that is, only when context configurations were repeated in the course of the experiment. Following the notion of Tseng and Lleras (2013), we conclude that memory consolidation was strengthened with each repetition of a context configuration, and that this effect was enhanced when contexts were associated with high reward. High arousal levels during encoding also allowed faster retrieval of repeated contexts, resulting in faster target detection than in contexts associated with low reward and in novel contexts. As novel contexts were generated randomly in each trial, performance could not benefit from higher arousal in high reward trials. Thus, high reward was efficient in repeated contexts, because it facilitated learning of context configuration regularities. Target detection benefited indirectly, as attention could be guided faster to the target location in repeated contexts.

Interestingly, a pronounced contextual cueing effect was mainly observed in contexts associated with high reward while the effect was much smaller or virtually absent in contexts associated with low and medium reward. Evidence showing that contextual cueing is not very pronounced in contexts associated with a low (relative to high) reward magnitude has been reported already elsewhere (Pollmann et al., 2016; Sharifian et al., 2017). These findings might seem puzzling at first, since a large number of contextual cueing studies have reported contextual cueing without assigning any reward. A possible explanation might lie in the limited processing resources available for context learning (Pollmann et al., 2016; Schlagbauer, Müller, Zehetleitner, & Geyer, 2012; Smyth & Shanks, 2008). Some studies used quite larger numbers of repeated contexts that were divided across different experimental condi-
Reward learning and attention guidance

In addition to response times, eye movement measures were used to analyze search performance. Prior studies have reported that context learning manifested in more precise first fixations with respect to the target location (Manginelli & Pollmann, 2009; Peterson & Kramer, 2001; Tseng & Li, 2004; Zhao et al., 2012). Although participants were not explicitly instructed to move their eyes in our task, we hypothesized more efficient attention guidance might manifest when comparing eye movement patterns in repeated and novel contexts associated with different reward magnitude.

Indeed, eye movements showed similar contextual cueing effects as observed for response times. Eye movements to the target location preceded correct responses, as indicated by the reported correlation between target fixations and response accuracy. The first fixation landed closer to the target location when the target was presented in a repeated context associated with high reward compared with targets that were presented in novel contexts or targets in contexts associated with low reward. Participants made fewer fixations in repeated contexts associated with high reward compared to novel contexts or contexts associated with low reward. Both, more effective first fixations and the reduced fixation count in repeated contexts indicate that participants could use retrieved contextual information for more efficient target localization. Mean fixation durations, however, were neither influenced by reward nor by context novelty, indicating that neither reward nor context novelty affected post-selective processes (e.g., Herwig & Schneider, 2014; Ludwig et al., 2014). These findings support the assumption that context learning manifests in more efficient attention guidance, and that this effect is supported by high reward.

Interestingly, more efficient attention guidance was again only visible with high reward and virtually absent in medium or low reward repeated contexts. As described already, this difference might have resulted from differential allocation of processing resources: Participants might have allocated most of their resources to high reward contexts, leaving little or no capacity for contexts associated with medium or low reward. This might also hold for the allocation of attention, especially as for each participant, reward magnitude was consistently associated with the same color feature, that is, color reliably predicted the reward outcome. As color was salient, preferential allocation of processing resources to high reward contexts seems even more likely.

We assume that the salient reward-signaling colors and the limits in context configuration learning might have contributed to the missing first fixation effect in medium and low reward contexts. We suggest that participants allocated most of their resources to contexts signaling high reward (cf. Pollmann et al., 2016), but also perceived these contexts as more salient than low or medium reward contexts, as there is evidence that reward can add to the salience of stimuli (e.g., Hickey et al., 2010). The preferential allocation of resources and the increased salience of high reward contexts might have led to a prioritization of context learning in high compared with medium and low reward contexts. If participants have learned high
reward repeated contexts faster than medium or low reward contexts, also recognition of such contexts might have been faster. With faster recognition, information about the target location might have already been available in repeated contexts at the time the first saccade was planned, resulting in first fixations that landed closer to the target. This might explain why we observed first fixation effects in high, but not in low and medium reward repeated contexts.

In sum, expecting a high reward not only facilitated context configuration learning, but also led to more efficient attention guidance to the target when context configuration repeated. As in the response time results, we found no evidence for reward effects in novel contexts when they were associated with high reward. In contrast, Schlagbauer et al. (2014) reported faster response times also for targets presented in novel contexts when these were associated with different reward magnitudes. Importantly, however, in their experiment individual target locations were directly associated with high and low reward, and separate target locations were used for targets in novel and repeated contexts. Results showed that participants learned these particular location-reward associations for both context types, as high reward magnitude facilitated target detection also in novel contexts. The authors concluded that participants had learned to assign different attentional weights to target locations irrespective of the context configuration repetition (Schlagbauer et al., 2014).

The present data showed a response time benefit with high reward only for context configurations that were repeated in the course of the experiment. Search performance in novel contexts was not affected by reward because the same target locations were used in both context types, and they were associated with all three reward conditions. Thus, neither reward magnitude nor context novelty was predictive for particular target locations (and vice versa). In fact, our results showed that reward affected behavioral search performance (i.e., target responses, Figure 3) and eye movements (first fixations, Figure 4) in a rather similar way, as both underwent a similar development in the course of the experiment. It seems as if participants had to learn that particular context configurations come with particular target locations for reward to become effective. Such learning was possible only when context configurations repeated.

As outlined already, we assume that memory consolidation was strengthened with each repetition of a context configuration, and that this effect was enhanced when contexts were associated with high reward. Similarly, one might assume that target locations linked with a particular context configuration receive strengthening with every context repetition, which is enhanced in high reward contexts. Such strengthening might be part of context configuration learning, as with context configuration learning, the link between a particular context configuration and the respective target location is strengthened as well. Alternatively, target locations might be strengthened directly, for instance, because they receive a form of special weighting because the target location information is needed for search performance responses (see Schlagbauer et al., 2012, for a similar notion).

Although our results are not decisive with respect to this point, weighting of target locations is a well-known factor in attention guidance and weighting of locations, which are associated with a high reward (and inhibition of locations associated with low reward) has been reported before (cf. Heuer, Wolf, Schütz, & Schubö, 2017; Hickey et al., 2014; Wolf, Heuer, Schubö, & Schütz, 2017).

In sum, our results provide evidence that once the link between a particular context configuration and the respective target location has been learned, attention guidance is facilitated toward this location with each context repetition. Facilitated attention guidance manifested in more precise eye movements, as the first fixations landed closer to the target with each repetition of a context associated with high reward.

**Prediction and attention guidance**

In our design, a color feature was consistently associated with the same reward magnitude; hence, each color feature reliably predicted the reward outcome. The differences observed in context learning can therefore not be attributed to different predictability of the reward signaling stimuli (cf. Tseng & Lleras, 2013).

Gottlieb (2012) suggested three different mechanisms according to which organisms allocate their attention. In natural behavior, these mechanisms serve different functions in guiding behavior. First, an organism allocates attention to the stimulus that has the highest probability of delivering the most valuable information for an upcoming action. This mechanism is labeled “attention for action.” In learning environments, organisms attend to stimuli that are likely to reduce uncertainty. This mechanism (“attention for learning”) ensures attending to novel and unknown stimuli, which have an uncertain predictability but can result in a large information gain. The third mechanism, “attention for liking,” takes the expected value of signaled rewards into account. According to this mechanism, stimuli associated with high reward magnitude receive higher weights in attention guidance and are thus prioritized.

“Attention for liking” fits well with the finding of more efficient attention guidance in high reward...
repeated contexts. Participants neither were instructed to perform eye movements in our task, nor were eye movements associated with any response outcome such as reward. In natural behavior, the role of vision is to provide the relevant information needed for decision-making, and gaze is used to acquire this kind of information (Hayhoe, 2017, 2018; Hayhoe & Ballard, 2014; Tatler, Hayhoe, Land, & Ballard, 2011). Following these considerations, the finding that eye movements were more efficiently guided to the target location in repeated contexts seems to reflect a behavior that was more and more refined as the observer has learned to attend to the location, which contains the most relevant information (the target). The fact that this effect was more pronounced in contexts associated with high reward emphasizes the role of motivational value in learning.

Conclusion

The present findings indicate that context configuration learning is magnified and accelerated by the anticipation of high reward magnitude. When a salient context feature signaled high reward, an increased contextual cueing effect manifested in shorter response times in repeated relative to novel contexts. Reward expectation did not lead to a general boost of search performance, as performance in novel contexts was unaffected. At the same time, eye movements landed closer to targets in repeated contexts, which were associated with high reward. Taken together, the results show that high reward facilitates context learning and guides attention more efficiently to the target.
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